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Abstract

The aim of this study is to know contribution of agriculture sectors on Gross Domestic Product of Papua in 2002 based on input-output table analysis. The result of analyzing shows that contribution of agriculture sectors in broad meaning to Gross Domestic Regional Product of Papua about 20.11%. Based on backward linkage analysis, it describes that plantations subsector; animal husbandry subsector and fishery subsector have an increase number in backward linkage, on the other hand backward linkage of food crops goes down. Furthermore, forward linkage of agriculture sectors which have link with others sector is fall in 2002. In conclusion, contribution of agriculture setors on Gross Domestic Regional product of Papua in 2002 is still low. In case link internal sector in agriculture sector such as animal husbandry with food crops subsector and plantations subsector are higher than forestry subsector. Therefore, anything which need to be considered by Papua Government are government provides stimulus agriculture sectors that have high link with others sector and also considers sectors that have strong backward and forward linkage in economic Papua.